OpenMall

Extraordinary Shopping Experience
AI 3D XR Blockchain and Metaverse Solutions
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openmall.ai

Introduction
This document aims to present the
OpenMallproject to potential customers
and investors, to give a representation
of the expected results through the
description:
• The Company in terms of ideas developed, the
activity carried out, Value Proposition, Business
Model and Top Management;
• The context in which OpenMall operates both in
terms of the market and of its main competitors;
• The evolutionary strategies and growth drivers
hypothesized by OpenMall in the period 20222026;
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OpenMall is a Social Commerce entirely managed
by artificial intelligence. Through an interactive 3D
platform, virtual assistants and mixed reality, it offers users and stores a unique and personalized
experience based on their needs to lead them,
through their avatars, in an extraordinary metaverse integrated with blockchain and NFT.OpenMall Srl
is composed of a team of experts in AI, VR / AR / XR
/ 3D and blockchain, with already consolidated technological solutions, which has joined together to
bring to the market what is present in the international proprietary WIPO patent.The first objective is
to encourage the technological upgrade of brands,
supporting the transition from classic e-commerce
solutions to innovative solutions with the latest generation conversational virtual assistants, virtual
reality and Big Data Analysis services for a new and
practical customer experience.The second objective is to support the growth of brands in terms of
visibility and conversions, offering them the opportunity to enter the OpenMall ecosystem. OpenMall

Vision

is a 3D virtual shopping centre that will host a community of millions of profiled and receptive users
towards initiatives and communications promoted
by the stores, also through an immersive experience, in VR, or the multiplayer avatar version of the
metaverse.Users and brands then freely decide the
desired level of immersion, potentially adopting the
most technologically advanced solution in a single
step. By adopting an approach of this type, we will
create a continuum between the various worlds,
physical, virtual and metaverse, according to the
rules of synchronous integration: what happens in
one world has effects on the other and vice versa.
The third step involves a concept of the multiverse
and the possible integration with other metaverses.
The goal is to become the reference provider for
adopting these technologies, both for brands that
are taking their first steps along their path of innovation and for big players who do not have such
solutions to offer to the customer base.

Improve the digital market
and the shopping experience
of users and stores. Provide
Improve the digital market and the shopping experience
of users and stores. Provide
brands
with
technolo-provider for
brands with a solid technological upgrade and become thea solid
reference
players who face these new innovative scenarios. gical upgrade and become the
reference provider for players
who face these new innovative
scenarios
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Mission
To support companies and their customers in the digital transformationto make users
live a shopping experience that is as identical as possible to the one experienced in the
real world, offering the technologies and tools necessary to access digitally, in a fun and
straightforward way, to an extensive range of services, with the ability to share moments and opportunities with millions of people.
Companies that use these solutions will be able to quickly evolve their current e-commerce through AI
and VR systems, with the option of going from a “pre-metaverse” structure to the next technological step,
consciously with a click.
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Innovation at
the base of the
business
OpenMallwants to completely reinvent users’ shopping experience through Artificial Intelligence technologies, an indispensable plus for differentiation
on the market, and the 5G readiness necessary to
guarantee the synchronicity between the worlds
mentioned aboveand the activities are foreseen for
the multiplayer mode of the metaverse.The solution
is based on the WIPO patent of the same name.
One of the distinctive elements that characterize
the OpenMall business and that configures it as the

first initiative ata global level is represented by the
use of AI virtual assistants in virtual reality. Within
the metaverse, virtual assistants will be able to become NPCs (non-player characters), capable of interacting with users’ avatars, or MyAI or customized
AI of a user, able to replace the real person in the
metaverse to perform purchases, meetings or other
on their behalf.

Use of algorithms for monitoring the customer’s customer journey and for saving
relevant information for the stores

Machine Learning and Deep Learning to
constantly improve interactions between
virtual assistants and customers.

Social E-Commerce platform within
a persistent and synchronous
‘’metaverse.’’
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The Company’s commercial offer relates to the production,
development and marketing of innovative products and services with
high technological value, as follows:

01

The development, production and marketing of online platforms, eCommerce, social networks,
mobile applications or other web tools (including updates).
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The design, development, maintenance and marketing of computer programs (software) and
connected equipment (hardware) and any other product relating to the IT field (including updates).
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The development, design and marketing of software using artificial intelligence algorithms
(including updates)
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Creation, development, management, consultancy for specific social media marketing, growth
hacking, data science and all innovative marketing activities that use high-tech tools (including
updates).
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The development, production and marketing of big data platforms, or platforms for aggregate data
analysis, for example, facilitates understanding through the automated generation of statistics and
graphs (including updates).
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Development, implementation and marketing of algorithms and statistical methods, analysis
and technological and digital tools for the application of analysis of the potential market, on the
perception, on the degree of knowledge and acceptance of products and services by the public,
of the purchasing habits by consumers and on economic and social issues designed in compliance
with the legislation for the protection of privacy (including updates).
The development, production and marketing of software in computer vision, streaming,
gamification, 3D, virtual, augmented and mixed reality (including updates).

History and Evolutionary
hypothesis roadmap
The idea of the Company was born at the beginning of 2019, when Gennaro Calì, founder of OpenAI (an innovative company operating in the field
of technologies for the development of artificial intelligence), subsequently supported by other professionals and IT engineers, thought of developing
a new concept of “social commerce”, able to offer
features in line with the best products/services on
the market. After the creation of the prototype, the
concept is then perfected over the months, through

the development of the gaming platform (first step
for the creation of a community): the launch to the
public is expected by March 2022 while its evolutionary stage (the OpenMall 3D virtual mall) will subsequently be reached by September 2022.

The imageshows the roadmap of the project:

January
2019

May
2020

June
2021

March
2022

Birth of
the idea

Patent
Registration

Establishment of
the company and
development of the
Beta version

Sale Pack
Launch of the
gaming app
and Token

2026

2025

2024

2023

Global
expansion
Expansion
into Asia

Metaverse launch
EU consolidation
and US market entry

Metaverse launch

Consolidation of
Italy and entry into
the European market

As reported in the timeline, after the launch of the
virtual mall in Q3-2022, a consolidation of the platform is expected in Italy to support the gradual
and further expansion in Europe, the USA and Asia,
with the ultimate goal of worldwide presence.
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Q3
2022

Launch the 3D mall
in Italy and start the
metaverse ‘’beta.’’

The community’s growth from an international perspective and the entry of investors into the project
are factors that have a positive effect on the global
expansion process.

The idea behind
the project
The goal of OpenMall is to create an interactive platform animated by both real users and virtual avatars equipped with artificial intelligence, a
space dedicated to meeting, exchanging opinions,
moments of leisure, sharing images, music, videos,
links and content of all kinds, a specific area in which to shop.

IDEA

OpenMall, therefore, represents the union between
artificial intelligence and social commerce in virtual
reality. OpenMall will allow you to live innovative
and immersive shopping experiences, combining
in a single solution online shopping, the value of
personalized assistance and the pleasure deriving
from real-time interaction with members of the social community.

VIRTUAL &
IMMERSIVE
REALITY

The community will have the opportunity to virtually
browse the digital space of the Mall and share their
experience with other people through the social
network and the dedicated live chat. In addition
to buying goods, goods or services directly online,
customers will also be able to virtually visit the shop
windows and take advantage of the promotions
reserved for them, interacting with a virtual assistant of the store who will be able to provide further
information and suggestions.
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SOCIAL
PLATFORM

The market
The project, in its entirety, interfaces with
different scenarios and intercepts other
trends, envisaging a very high potential
given its entry into a context characterized
by marked expansion, both on the economic and on the strategic side. We, there-

fore, want to provide a global overview of
the projections relating to the e-commerce market, artificial intelligence, VR solutions and metaverse.

E-commerce and Retail
As stated by the Digital Innovation Observatory of
the Politecnico di Milano in 2021, it is estimated that
the value of online purchases in the world should
reach approximately 3,900 billion euros, with a
growth of 18% compared to 2020. The market trend
is the result of two different dynamics. On the one
hand, despite showing signs of recovery in 2021,
some services have not yet reached the levels recorded in the pre-pandemic period. On the other
hand, some products have grown continuously in
recent years and show an increase in the online penetration rate in all major countries.
By analyzing the Italian market, online purchases
are worth 39.4 billion euros in 2021. Product purchases continue to grow at a slower pace than the
previous year’s trend. On the other hand, after the
severe crisis of 2020, service purchases are showing
a recovery.
In 2021, the incidence of B2C eCommerce on total
Retail purchases, an index of online maturity, reaches 10%, a share equal to that projected by product penetration. However, the percentage relating to services stood at 11%.
In Italy, what scenarios would have been outlined
for B2C eCommerce without Covid-19? Expert studies agree that the online market would have ended 2021 with 3.5 billion euros more: the tourism and
transport sector, heavily penalized by mobility restrictions, would not have faced a drastic decline.
The pandemic slowed the general growth of the
e-commerce market, with some exceptions localized in some product sectors, such as Food & Grocery. The change in habits triggered by the emergency has favoured the spread of a new idea of
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B2C e-commerce.
On the one hand, consumers are increasingly Digital Oriented: they manifest new needs in a context that reduces barriers to online purchases. On
the other hand, regardless of size, companies are
gradually beginning to understand the potential of
e-commerce and the integration of online-offline
environments. Most of the top retailers work both
on activating new channels and developing and
enhancing omnichannel models through investments in technology and a focus on process optimization. On the other hand, SMEs have taken the
first steps towards digital, with an approach that
is in many cases rather elementary. The downsizing
of the Retail infrastructure continues, which has already begun in recent years: the store changes its
traditional connotation by opening up to forms of
interconnection with e-commerce thanks to integrated online-offline models.
The players (especially international ones) born to
operate online allocate their investments to develop
the physical network, which is essential for establishing or strengthening the relationship with the final
consumer. E-commerce is no longer a point of arrival; rather, it represents the starting point to build
new forms of sustainable retail over time. OpenMall
intends to respond innovatively and decisively to
the requests expressed by retailers and consumers,
with technologies capable of guaranteeing customized, fast and shared solutions.

Below, the data presented in October 2021 by Osservator.net of the Politecnico di Milano describe
the trend of retail e-commerce sales in the global

market. OpenMall wants to enter this market and
conquer essential shares

$ 7.385
$ 6.773
$ 6.169

Retail E-Commerce Sales
WorldWide, 2019-2025
Trillions, % change, and % of total retail sales

$ 5.545
$ 4.921
$ 4.213
$ 3.351
20,5%

Retail e-commerce sales
% change

% of total retail sales

https://www.emarketer.com/content/global-ecommerce-forecast-2021

The value of B2C product
E-Commerce in the world
B2C product E-Commerce in the world is valid
in 2021

25,7%

17,8%

2019

12,7%
2020

2021

23,4%

11,2%

9,8%

2022

9,0%

2024

2025

2023

The distribution of b2c e-commerce
purchases of products in the world (2021)
Other countries
13%
21%

43%
22%

Usa

B2c eCommerce Observatory processing from multiple sources (eCommerce Europe, eMarketer, Forrester, Research)
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24,5%

22,3%

16,8%

13,8%

Europe

3,400 billion euros
+ 18% compared to 2020

21,0%

19,6%

China

The value of B2C product
E-Commerce in the world

The distribution of B2C eCommerce purchases
of products in Europe (2021)
19% UK

Other Countries

10% Germany
8% France
4% France

The role of the
marketplace

What are the
innovations?

B2C E-Commerce Observatory elaboration from multiple sources (E-Commerce Europe, E-Marketer, Forrester, Research)
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Artificial
intelligence
As stated in the article by Icon (institute for competitiveness), of which several parts are reported
below, “more and more companies are using artificial intelligence as a factor of industrial growth and
competitiveness lever to obtain benefits in terms of
greater reliability, quality and safety, lower operating costs, higher revenues and profits. This type of
technology helps, for example, companies improve
the quality of human work, limiting repetitive tasks
and risks, with positive impacts in terms of efficiency
in general, turnover, and the ability to acquire new
customers.
According to the study “Opportunities of Artificial
Intelligence”, drawn up by the European Parliament,
artificial intelligence will lead to a net increase in labour productivity (in a range between 11% and 37%,
by 2035) “.

THE WORLD MARKET OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
The interest shown in this new technological frontier
is growing, as evidenced by the numerical evidence. Moreover, the market in question has demonstrated its resilience even during the most critical
phases of the pandemic. According to forecasts
by IDC (International Data Corporation), the global
revenues of the artificial intelligence market, considering software, hardware and services, will grow
by 15.2% on an annual basis in 2021, reaching the
milestone of 341.8 billion dollars. Furthermore, it is
estimated that the market will accelerate further in
2022, with a growth of 18.8% and will maintain this
positive trend until it exceeds the threshold of 500
billion dollars by 2024. IDC analysts forecast trends
of growth also on the investment front: global
spending on systems equipped with artificial intelligence will increase from 85.3 billion dollars in 2021
to over 204 billion in 2025, with a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 24.5% in the four-year period
2021-2025 Artificial intelligence has ample room
for growth in Europe as well. It is estimated that
the European market for software equipped with
this technology will experience significant growth
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in the coming years, with revenues increasing from
approximately 2.09 billion dollars in 2018 to 26.5 billion by 2025. Excluding the forecasts of the robotics sector, the Italian artificial intelligence market
has consolidated. In 2020, it recorded an increase
of 15% compared to the previous year. As a result, it
reached a value of 300 million euros, of which 77%
were commissioned by Italian companies (230 million) and 23% as export of projects (70 million).

WHAT IS THE METAVERSE?
The metaverse can be considered a virtual, three-dimensional world focused on social connections. VR viewers are used to accessing the
multiverse, which guarantees total immersion in the
environment, with complete estrangement from the
real physical world. In this space, the user can meet
other people, communicate and share information.
To date, it is not possible to accurately predict what
form the metaverse will take nor to identify which
user interface will be designated to access that
world.
Even the extension of the metaverse becomes a
constant subject of discussion: the most visionary
ones imagine a sort of “Digital twin” of the planet,
while the most cautious envision a series of separate walled gardens, like the current Internet set-up.
We are witnessing a change in the business model.
The virtual worlds created in recent times mainly
were video games and belonged to the sphere
of entertainment. Today the metaverse is instead
considered a business tool: rather than making its
use coincide with the time dedicated to leisure, it
begins to represent the evolution of the tools used
during the pandemic period to prevent the limitations imposed by social distancing. Solutions such
as Team, Zoom, and Google Meet have ensured
business continuity during the pandemic and will
subsequently be used with the necessary adaptations. The use of the service via a flat-screen is
not the most effective tool in terms of sharing: on
the contrary, a virtual world in which people assume
the traits of individually customizable avatars can
make communication more natural. The speech is

similar for the events part, as it is projected towards
adopting hybrid organizational formulas, with some
participants in presence and others remotely.

FORECASTS
Virtual, augmented and mixed reality solutions are
nowadays widely used in the business environment,
as they can facilitate remote assistance and collaboration: participants in a meeting can share 3D
models in real-time, and they are guaranteed maximum freedom of interaction with the object as if it
were physical mockups.
According to Gartner, 25% of the world population
will spend at least one hour a day in the metaverse starting from 2026, and almost 30% of companies will have a product/service that can be used
in the metaverse. In addition, the increased computational capacity, the extension of the available
bandwidth and other technical factors may further
stimulate the use of this technology

THE METAVERSE AS A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
The pandemic has accustomed people to working
remotely and has made it possible to understand
how productivity is not always correlated with a
physical presence in the workplace. Given the in-
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crease in productivity, the integration of new smart
working formulas is necessary in many cases. As a
result, we will collaborate more and more remotely, regardless of the methods and tools needed
to access the virtual world: there is ample room for
growth, not only for the big names in the sector but
also for startups.
With this in mind, Openmall wants to facilitate the
transition and accompany companies to this world, with consistency and, above all, effectiveness,
by preparing proprietary solutions and products
for future entry into the metaverse. In addition to
the evolution envisaged in terms of experience in
virtual worlds, there are enormous opportunities in
the blockchain, cryptocurrency, and NFT fields, which are mainly the subject of attention and growth
today.

Technology
One of the main assets of the project is un- An ecosystem that includes the most addoubtedly the technology used.
vanced and innovative web3.0 solutions.
The main ones are as follows:

Machine Learning
Solutions trained to understand user intentions, provide support and assistance, create a profiling system, enable product suggestions, and cross-sell.

Natural Language Processing
The platform integrates an intelligent conversational system that allows the
virtual assistants in the Mall to understand and process natural language.

Artificial Intelligence
The central system of advanced algorithms that manages the database and
carries out the customer journey monitoring. Other features:
• Conversational Virtual Assistants, Neural Networks and Big Data Analytics
• Blockchain and NFT
• 3D pixel streaming, VR AR XR
• Payment system

The aggregation of the various technologies has
contributed to creating an ecosystem in which
users, stores and service companies access advanced tools and a new incredible relationship and
business experience, with simple steps. One of the
main objectives is to make the experience integra-
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ted and multi-channel. This choice explains the
connection that connects the worlds: what happens in one world affects the other and vice versa. As a result, the user enjoys the freedom to move
between worlds, according to their wishes and at
the most convenient time.

OpenMall
Ecosystem
Institutional Website

USER

STORE/
SERVICE
COMPANY

e COMMERCE
FORM

Authentication

PHYSICAL STORE

Credit Generation

2D Client Website

4 OPTIONS:

Custom Project

PHYSICAL
WORLD
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3D VIRTUAL
WORLD

METAVERSE

Technological steps
Stores and brands that have already chosen to switch from the “classic” e-commerce site to our advanced 3D version with
conversational virtual assistants will be
able to join the Mall 3D (Openmall 3D) with
a simple click. They will then have the opportunity to select their position within the
Mall, based on the sector they belong to

or following other criteria. In this new model, in the face of a community of millions
of people already receptive and a series
of very accurate profiling, marketing, adv,
gamification tools, etc., the business model provides for an annual fee and a transaction fee destined for OpenMall on sales.

3D AND IMMERSIVE VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)

PERSISTENT AND SYNCHRONOUS METAVERSE

The mall is fully virtualized in 3D through specific technology, allowing a 360 ° experience from any device (primarily mobile) in a direct and virtual mode
with the viewer. The user can move in this mode inside the mall and enter the various stores as if they
were actually performing those actions in real space. In each store, the user will then be greeted by
the personal shopper equipped with artificial intelligence of the specific store.

With the inclusion of augmented reality (AR) in physical space or mixed reality (XR) in the web mall, the
possibility of making personal avatars and virtual
assistants interact in an increasingly real way. In this
way, the social network acquires new potential.
Virtual assistants become more and more “human”
and enrich the interaction with emotional, non-verbal and paraverbal inputs.

AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) AND MIXED REALITY AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) AND MIXED REALITY
(XR). TO MULTIMODAL
(XR). TO MULTIMODAL
With the support of 5G, the mall becomes a metaverse, a sort of 3D internet, a persistent virtual
reality space connected to an online multiplayer
experience: many users can coexist simultaneously
and interact in infinite ways. People have the opportunity to meet, shop but also collaborate, play,
work, walk, watch movies and concerts, and enjoy
all the entertainment offered by the world. Fundamental element: the metaverse, however, interacts
with the real world in multiple ways.
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With the support of 5G, the mall becomes a metaverse, a sort of 3D internet, a persistent virtual
reality space connected to an online multiplayer
experience: many users can coexist simultaneously
and interact in infinite ways. People have the opportunity to meet, shop but also collaborate, play,
work, walk, watch movies and concerts, and enjoy
all the entertainment offered by the world. Fundamental element: the metaverse, however, interacts
with the real world in multiple ways.

Architecture and streams
The design of OpenMall is based on a modular architecture that makes the entire system suitable for
maintenance, scalable and capable of accommodating extensions and new features without structural
interventions. This architecture is based on an approach to micro-services communicating with each
other via REST API, each of which is intended to provide a specific service. The general scheme of OpenMall is described in the following image.

‘’Virtual Shop ‘’
subsystem

Web Portal
Primary Al

‘’User Management‘’
subsystem

v

Interfaces (API REST)

Data Mining &
Suggestion

User Clustering
Module

Workbot
Engine

Business
Intelligence

Mixed
Reality

Data analysis
collected by
the system to
search for hidden
and recurring
correlations

Implementation
of algorithms
to group users
with similar
characteristics

Management
of the general
workbot of the
mall and of the
individual virtual
stores. Livechat
+ Bot

Monitoring charts
and dashboards
relating to
economic-financial
data or other
insights of the mall
or individual virtual
stores

Visualization
of the mall,
ADV spaces
and individual
stores in 3D,
usable in virtual,
augmented or
mixed reality via
WEB or other
devices.

v
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Services

Data Storage

Payments,
logistics, video
streaming, internal
and external
digital marketing,
gamification, smart
contract, virtual
currency, profit
sharing NFT etc.

For structured
(database) and
unstructured
data (no-SQL
engine)

Architecture and streams
The analysis of the general functionalities suggests
dividing the design of the entire system into three
parts, identified as subsystems, each of which is
dedicated to the management of the functionalities of the three actors foreseen in OpenMall:
shopkeeper (and service company in a similar way),
user consumer and Mall.
The store manager will have a dedicated area
available through which they can con\ their own
virtual store. The services that manage all the functions dedicated to the retailer area make up what
we identify as the “Virtual Shop” subsystem. This
subsystem, initially, will be characterized by three
main elements:
• Catalogue
• Store 3D

ties and social contacts, and finally configure and
manage your personal assistant (MyAi). In addition,
the “User Management” subsystem includes a profiling module dedicated to collecting data relating
to user behaviour which the suggestion system will
use to formulate announcements and offers in the
area of interest of the consumer.
Finally, the “Mall” subsystem deals with:
• Create the general environment for the operation of the system;
• Implement all the connection functions between the user and the virtual stores present in the
system;
• provide interfaces (API) to internal services (possibly also external CRM, ERP etc.)

• Evolved conversational agent (workbot)

• more generally, to manage and coordinate the
different activities required by the use workflow.

The modular structure of the “Virtual Shop” subsystem will allow the expansion of the features and
functionality of the shop through the creation of
new services and the registration of the latter to
the subsystem itself. The configuration information
is stored in the system’s central database to which
every single service has access.
The other player in the system is the consumer, or
the user registered with OpenMall, also through a
game app, who visits the mall searching for a good
or service to buy or simply for a social experience.
The use scenario, in this case, provides that the
consumer first interacts with the Mall’s workbot,
Molly, who will try to identify her needs to guide
him to the most suitable OpenMall store to meet
her needs. The user management functions will be
provided by the “User Management” subsystem in
which each member can configure their profile and
avatar, store their preferences (including any stores in the mall), manage purchases made, activi-

These features include, for example, the mall workbot (or central AI), the data storage module (database), the behaviour analysis module and the
suggestion. The Mall subsystem also includes the UI
with which users interface to OpenMall, both in terms of the web portal and, much more importantly,
in terms of the virtual mall assistant that guides the
consumer in the virtual mall in search of the products needed.
The “mall” subsystem then creates an interface
layer that makes all the essential functions available to the other modules and manages the flow
of information. This layer also allows the future addition of new services without the need to intervene
heavily on the entire system.
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INTEGRATION WITH THE METAVERSE
The next evolution of the project will be the specular transposition of the Mall into the metaverse.
The store that is already a customer of Open mall
3D will have a pre-emption on purchasing the space and the NFT template in OMM (OpenMall metaverse). Therefore, in the metaverse, spaces, store
templates, spaces for advertising communication,
avatars and their skins, additional services, etc.,
can be purchased through specific NFTs using the
OPEN Token primarily. If the store decides not to buy
the corresponding space in the metaverse, an auction will be held to assign that space and other
related services to other interested users or companies. The holders of these NFTs will also enjoy a

series of economic benefits deriving from the exclusive possession of those assets, which must necessarily be made active or be rented within an estimated period of 12 months, in order not to lose the
benefits deriving from the possession and move the
ownership held by OpenMall, which must make the
project active and profitable, with an advantage
for all parties involved.
OpenMall Metaverse (OMM) is a worldwide platform
based on Polygon layer 2 of Ethereum Blockchain.
OMM will also allow the entire community to contribute to the project’s growth, making it possible
to insert its own content and services (for example,
template proposals, skins, etc.) in the NFT marketplace.

Metaverse:

OPENMALL METAVERSE

SYNCHRONOUS and PERSISTENT

OPTION or AUCTION

OMM uses the Polygon blockchain to decentralize
all token exchange dynamics between users. The
OPEN Token is a utility token based on the standard
Ethereum ERC-20 smart contract. The OPNFT Token
is a non-fungible token also based on the ERC-721
standard and allows the decentralized possession
of digital assets such as spaces, templates, adv,
skins, etc.
The browsing experience ranges from static 3D
content to highly immersive interactive content,
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with scenes that blend virtual content in augmented reality with the real world thanks to the users’
involvement via physical interaction with the surrounding world in which they are geolocated. The
scenes, interactions and buying and selling experiences within the platform are created thanks to
pixel streaming and Unreal Engine, one of the leading 3D development environments on the market,
flexible, widespread and multi-platform.

The evolution of the project tends to create an
OPEN UNIVERSE, or after OpenMall, there are other
metaverses under construction such as:
• OpenExpo Fairs and Events

The future goal will be to interconnect OpenMall, its
own metaverses with its stores, to other metaverses,
in a multiverse perspective, to exponentially increase visibility and market penetration and improve
the user experience.

• OpenWork SmartWorking & e-Learning
• OpenArt Art and Culture
• OpenTour Travel and Tourism Etc.

Target customers
The target of customers to which OpenMall sell products, increase their volume of e-commerce
aims can be mainly segmented into three sales, and receive the visibility guaranteed by their
placement in the Mall.
macro-categories:
01

End users

Ideally, people between 16 and 64 years of age
who use the internet constantly, with the propensity
to frequent the platform, first for its “Gaming” and
“social” features, increasing traffic and visibility, and
subsequently buying products in the stores/businesses virtual commercials present on OpenMall.
The end-user can be considered the end-user,
capable of fueling the store business and, therefore, the Mall’s revenues through their actions. The
greater the presence of users enrolled in OpenMall,
the greater the number of Stores and Corporates
interested in setting up their own “virtual store”.
For each purchase made in each store, OpenMall
obtains a% of the transaction from the store.
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Store

Stores are brands operating in various e-commerce
sectors (KIKO, Gucci, Nike, Zara, etc.) that can create real virtual stores within the Mall. The presence of the brands within the Mall will allow them to
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03

Corporate

The term Corporate means all those activities capable of providing services (more or less expensive)
to end-users, such as Banks, Insurance Companies,
Telephone Operators, Travel Agencies, GDOs and
GDSs etc ... These customers, as well as the Stores, derive advantage of access to OpenMall, given
the possibility to create your own space, to exploit
the visibility obtained through a “virtual showcase”
and, of course, to sell your services to end-users.

Play to Earn app
Have fun and buy what you want, when you want,
and with whoever you want. The game intended for
users has as main objectives:
• Accumulate and spend credits within the application
• Create a fun hook to maintain a high level of
player retention
• Use credits within Open mall

DEEPENING
The game will see our character crossing various
settings overcoming obstacles. As the game progresses, the landscapes and the obstacles will
change. The game’s goal will be to overcome the
challenges of the various scenarios by collecting
coins and other objects that will appear along the
way.

The more you advance in the game, the more the
game will reward the player’s skills with coins and
collectables.
The evolution of the game app will integrate ADV
of the stores present in OpenMall and AR in the
real world and the proximity of the brands’ physical stores.

COINS
Coins accumulate and can be spent in 2 ways:
• IN GAME: to buy the skins of the various components or to resume the game at the point where you lost
your life or paused;
• IN OPENMALL: to purchase products and services within OPENMALL.
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Package solutions for
technological upgrade
• FIRST STEP: CHANGE PERSPECTIVE
Virtual and augmented reality solutions mixed with
the latest conversational artificial intelligence technologies lead companies towards the most innovative applications for business development and

relationships with their customers. We favour a technological upgrade of the customer’s classic 2D
site by offering a “pre-metaverse” solution, ready to
be inserted into OpenMall 3D with one click.

STORE/
SERVICE
COMPANY

2D Client Website

4 OPTIONS:

Choose one of our templates
and customize it or request an
ad hoc project.
Conversational AI virtual assistant + OpenMall to your virtual assistant. Then, with just a few steps,
e-commerce module. If you don’t have an online you can independently upload your products and

sales site, don’t worry! You can directly activate our
e-commerce module, and we will quickly connect it
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start selling.

Choose one of our templates and customize them to your liking or request an ad hoc project.

Allow your customers to experience a unique immersive experience by transforming the online site
into a virtual store. Users browse the virtual e-commerce website from mobile and desktop but using
a common VR viewer; they can see the goods live
before buying them, observe the products from
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every perspective and go around them, just like in
the physical store. In addition, the 360° mode will
always have the virtual assistant personal shopper
available.

Choose one of our templates and customize them to your liking or request an ad hoc
project.
AI + e-commerce + 3D setting (template) Your
3D site in total freedom, but with a video game
resolution. You can also request VR preparation

to make your customers with a VR device live an
exceptional experience.

Accessories

Tech
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Here are some 3D templates made in Unreal Engine
and customizable pixel streaming, prepared for the
metaverse with virtual assistants of artificial intelligence.

Choose one of our templates and customize them to your liking or request an ad hoc
project.

AI + e-commerce + 3D setting (template) Your
3D site in total freedom, but with a video game
resolution. You can also request the VR is ready

to make your customers live an exceptional expe-

Food

Fashion
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rience with a VR device. Here are some 3D templates made in Unreal Engine and customizable pixel
streaming, prepared for the metaverse with virtual
assistants of artificial intelligence.

Choose one of our templates and customize them to your liking or request an ad hoc
project.

Personalized project Creativity and innovation
meet. We support our customers in realizing exi-

sting projects or developing new projects that require a solid technological and customization component.

3D Mall
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Examples of megastore creations, associations, digitalization of shopping centres for strong integration between physical and virtual, gamification and
adv and augmented reality.

Molly

Molly is OpenMall’s core artificial intelligence. In the
initial phase, you are the virtual assistant to turn to
for any information regarding the entire Mall, unlike
the personal shoppers of the individual stores who
are trained and competent in their reality and their
users.
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Molly will have access to all information and data,
with the users’ consent, especially those processed
by Business Intelligence systems, predictive analysis
and data mining and suggestion modules etc., proactively interacting and communicating with users
and offering a very high and practical level of personalization and support.

Tokenomics
•

• OPEN token total supply: 640,000,000 / Max quantity of OPEN tokens The distribution of

the OPEN Token involves the following phases:

•

Private Sale - *Vesting period: refers to the token distribution process according
to regular and pre-established quantities and
time intervals. This operation is done to avoid
the Token price from being altered from the
initial stages of the project. The release of the
tokens (and therefore of the vesting) begins
30 days after the sale of the land / NFT. The
amount due is then distributed once every 30
days from the start of the vesting.

•

Pre-Sale

Token
price

N. tokens
allocated

Vesting*
(every 30gg)

Collected
liquidity $

Discount
(compared to
the ILO price)

36 months

Token
price

N. tokens
allocated

Vesting*
(every 30gg)

Collected
liquidity $

Discount
(compared to
the ILO price)

24 months

•
Give Away (promozione/marketing): These tokens are used to reward users

N. tokens allocated

who publish on social networks and help the
commercial dissemination of the project. We
believe it is a fundamental part of the project
to encourage and expand the community right
away through specific marketing campaigns.
They foresee vesting that will start immediately
after the first NFT / Land release.

Total tokens allocated for the phases
described above

Vesting*
(every 30gg)
5% after the
NFTs release

N. tokens allocated

equal to

The Token will then be launched by creating a
public pool.

Remaining OPEN tokens: 491,250,000
The remaining tokens will be distributed over the years of development of the OpenMall project following
instructions that will optimize the growth of the project and the exchangeability of the Token itself. More
detailed specifications on the farming or staking mechanisms provided by the platform will follow.

OpenMall Team
Gennaro Calì
Founder & CEO - General Manager with focus on Sales and coordinator of the various units. Computer and automation engineer with a thesis on Artificial Intelligence
and Machine Learning: innovative solutions for optimizing business processes. Inventor of the OpenMall patent. From 1993 to today, he has held positions of area manager, sales director and commercial director in various multinational companies such
as Telecom Italia, British Telecom, Siemens, SonyEricsson, Fiera Milano;
Founder of OpenAI Srl: artificial intelligence solutions.

Massimo Spica
Co-Founder & CCO - Coordinator of the VR and Gamification & Support technical
team to Business Development
• Electronic Engineer graduated from the University of Pavia in 1996
• Since 1998, he has held the roles of sales and operations manager of companies in
the Industrial and Aerospace Instrumentation sector and division manager focused
on digitization in an Industrie 4.0 perspective
• Partner and General Manager of API SRL, Innovative SME, a software house that
develops VR / AR / MR solutions and video games applied to B2B to improve Marketing & Sales, Training & Training and Assistance processes, and Artistic and Cultural
dissemination.

Ernesto Di Iorio
Co-founder & CIO -Head and coordinator of the new AI technology development
team Expert in Question Answering, Search Engine, Natural Language Processing
and Machine Learning; CEO of Questit. Strategic planning and business organization. A strong propensity for researchand development with commercial and team
management skills. He has written several publications in journals and participated
in national and international conferences.

Alessandro Mini
Co-Founder & XR - Responsible for the creative and innovative part of XR development + Marketing support
Law degree; Experience in web design, film direction and video production (thanks
to his passion for marketing and sales); Founder of Immersive Dreams (2017) based in
Italy and in the USA in New York, where he combines previous technological experience with some world players in Silicon Valley, specializing in virtual, augmented
and mixed reality solutions.
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Davide Orto
Lawyer specialized in the Corporate and M&A sectors, both in Italy and Switzerland,
with particular reference to startups in the fintech and digital industry.

Biancamaria Mori
Bachelor’s Degree in New Technologies for Art in Brera
Primary Work Experience: Vice-president and national coordinator of the MenteZero Cultural Association • Game Art Exhibition at the Venice Biennale 2016 • Founder
of the Digital Civic Academy Association • Interactive Developer GameArt Assassins
Creed Exhibitions for Ubisoft Italy • Teacher for the 3D course and Course Director of
Game Design at Scuola Mohole • Project Consultant & Developer for Campus Technical Director of API Srl Gamificator, Project Management, Game / Videogame / AR
/ VR Developer, Art Direction and VFX

Carlo Gioventù
Bachelor’s Degree in Painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Macerata; Two-year
Specialized Degree in Decoration at the Academy of Fine Arts of L’Aquila; Main Work
Experience: • Role Professor of Three-dimensional Computing at the Academy of Fine
Arts of Macerata and Brera • Developed and published the video game “Pray for Death” with Virgin Interactive • Producer of special effects of two multi-award winning
feature films abroad and in Italy: the Sculpture and Fashion of the director Mauro
John Capece • Exhibitor at the Venice Biennale • Founder of the MenteZero Cultural
Association for research on multimedia arts. Visual programmer in Unreal Engine

Alessandro Signa
Bachelor’s degree in computer engineering and telecommunications at the University of Palermo; Master’s degree in computer graphic engineering and computer
animation at the Polytechnic of Turin. Thesis and internship at High Fidelity Inc, San
Francisco. Primary Work Experience: Co-founder & CTO at Biancorosso design Srl
Higher education scholarship and research grant at the National Research Council
Institute for Didactic Technologies PhD student at the University of Palermo in Artificial Intelligence & Cognitive Architecture Software engineer in Augmented / Virtual /
Mixed Reality, game development, web-frontend

Marco Bellante

advisor

CTO Head of the technical department and related resources Researcher of computational linguistics and machine learning for the University of Turin; Specialized in ML
and big data, holder of a technology patent developed with the University of Turin;
Currently engaged in the optimization of predictive and analytical systems for the
main social networks; Full-stack developer expert in systems integration and data
workflow.

Alessandro Ricci

technical advisor

CEO of Scaling Parrots, one of the largest Italian software houses and companies in
the field of consulting and development of applications and Blockchain integration

Davide Ferrari

technical advisor

Davide Ferrari technical advisor Blockchain specialist and consultant for Scaling

Federico Masi

advisor

Co-founder and CEO of FlowPay, an Italian fintech startup, the first to be authorized
by the Bank of Italy as a payment institution under PSD2. Flowpay offers a proprietary platform for developing and implementing highly innovative collection and payment services at the service of companies, thanks to the proprietary Open Banking
engine and a resilient approach to resolving operational and administrative management problems.
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Marketing Plan and
Communication Design
LiveMeFive Partner Agency for the OpenMall project
aims to establish a continuous dialogue with the
identified target.
Generation Z and the Millennials are intercepted on
video platforms first, without neglecting the useful channels for sharing information and constant
updates on the Twitter, Discord, Telegram project,
which offer ample space for dialogue to the community.
Within the marketing and communication strategy,
the redesign of the institutional website is also envisaged, with particular attention to the redesign
and UX strategy for the XR space. As a result, the
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user interested in the services offered by OpenMall
will be able to find helpful information in an immersive environment, which goes beyond traditional
screens and includes the essential elements of virtual and augmented reality, offering an immersive
user experience full of emotions.
The synergy of objectives achievable through the
social communication strategy of the pillars aimed
at the community will also be present on the website, thus creating a bidirectional and coordinated
flow of information between community channels
and the website.

Marketing Team
Alberto Amato

advisor

Degree in Business Linguistic Expert, Faculty of Languages and Economics, at the
Catholic University of the Sacred Heart of Milan • Master in Marketing and Business
Communication.
Founder responsible for managing the internal and external innovation process of the
company. Experience gained in Digital Marketing and Social Media Management in
the following multinational companies: Ubisoft, Byte Dance (TikTok).
In charge of developing an innovative project for the digitalization call for 4.0 companies promoted by Unioncamere Lombardia for the year 2022.

Adriana Tria

advisor

Degree in Visual Communication Design, Graphic Design Master in Art Direction at
IED Istituto Europeo di Design
Co-Founder of LiveMeFive and responsible for managing a team of designers to support creative projects concerning graphics, advertising, marketing, publishing, web
design, and branding to create advertising messages to be conveyed on various
channels. Responsible for developing and maintaining clear and compelling visual
material and communicating and conveying a compelling visual message that speaks directly to the reader, viewer and user.

Lorenzo Beccaria

advisor

Degree in Business Marketing from the University of Turin
Co-Founder and responsible for editorial planning, content strategy, and the customer’s or partner’s social ecosystem in a broad sense. Responsible for the content
area, with particular reference to Copywriting, an activity that completes the process
of operations responsible for identifying a Tone of Voice consistent with the customer’s image and the set of values it conveys.

Alessandro Manno

advisor

Degree in Political Economy and Labor Consultancy at the University of Turin Master
in Marketing and Business Communication Communication Academy
Co-founder and head of cross-digital activities and the new business part, he has
gained during his career various experiences in the field of Digital Marketing and
especially Media Advertising working for large Italian and international groups.

Disclaimer
OpenMall Srl drew up this document to represent its
project to potential buyers of the services. OpenMall Srl has undertaken its own analysis based on
the information available to the management and
partners at the time of writing and assumes no responsibility for the aspects of profitability and evaluation that derive from it, nor for the consequences
that may derive from the unavailability or the inaccurate communication of data and facts relating
to the formulation of the assessments expressed
in this document. This White Paper should not be
construed as an offer, personal recommendation or
solicitation to conclude a transaction and should
not be treated as investment advice, legal or tax
advice. Please note that the use of the information
contained in this document for purposes other than
those indicated above and the disclosure or communication of the same to persons not involved in
the indicated operation is prohibited.
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OpenMall

Extraordinary Shopping Experience

e-mail

info@openmall.it
phone

+39 333 6609696
address

Corso Venezia,21 – 20121 Milano (MI) Italia
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